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became a fantastic group of repeat guests, with some that have been returning yearly for 25 years

The year 2020 will be a special year for us as Buddy Dive family; it marks the 40th anniversary of
Buddy Dive Resort. The resort opened its doors for the first time on August 19, 1980 and it’s a sure
thing that a lot has happened and changed since then. When talking to guests who stayed with us
before they will most likely have a lot of stories from back in the days, which they can share with you.
Martien van der Valk, head of the Buddy Dive Family looks back: “When my wife Ingrid and I
obtained Buddy Dive Resort & Watersports back in 2002, the resort only had 46 apartments, a small dive
operation with 3 boats and 20 rental cars.” Today the resort offers 73 apartments, more than 100 rental
cars and 2 restaurants. The dive operation has grown and is now a PADI 5-star Career Development

In 2012 we founded a foundation to protect and restore the coral reefs in Bonaire; Reef Renewal
Foundation Bonaire has become a well-established foundation with multiple participating dive shops on
the island. To date; Reef Renewal Bonaire has planted over 22.000 corals back to our reefs.
Quite a few things to be proud of, Martien continues: “My wife and I are also proud that we could hand
over the management to the next generation, who will follow in our footsteps and will pursue our mission
of Buddy Dive Resort being the go-to resort and dive operation for your dive vacation and dive education.

already! The group is still growing each year.”
Of course, we will celebrate this anniversary with various festivities and specials throughout the year.
Make sure to follow us on social media to stay up to date!
In this magazine you can find information about Bonaire in general, our Buddy Dive Buddies, our diving
facilities, restaurants, cars and much more. Should you have any questions; don’t be afraid to ask and
contact us!
For those who haven’t been on Bonaire yet; we hope to welcome you to one of our properties soon and
let you experience all the wonders of our beautiful island.
To everyone else; we hope to see you again soon!
Ingrid & Martien van der Valk,
Your Buddies on Bonaire

Ingrid & Martien
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Paul & Michelle (eldest daughter)

Barbara & Remmert (middle daughter) Steffie & Eurendy (youngest daughter)

Divers

Paradise

From north to south to Klein Bonaire, it’s truly a divers dream come true.

Just a taste of our dive sites:
Buddy’s Reef

Oil Slick Leap

An easy entrance just jump off of the dock at

Located near Caribbean Club Bonaire in the

Buddy Dive or walk down the stairs. Follow the

north, the entrance and exit are easy & exciting!

rope line straight to the reef which drops off at

Buddy’s Reef

With over 80 marked dive sites you
will find that the type of dive you
encounter in the south will be distinct
from the type of dive you encounter in
the north, or at Klein Bonaire, for that
matter.

36 ft (11m). The topography is a steeply slo

Take a giant leaping-stride off the low cliff

ping reef ending with a sandy bottom at 105 ft

wall to enter the water - it is at least 16ft (5m)

(32m). The reef has a wide variety of hard coral

deep at its shallowest during low tide making

and large sponges. If you look closely you will

it the most fun way to enter. You may also use

find frogfish among the crevices and sponges

the ladder & small platform that was built by

hiding out. Expect a large variety of fish; French

Caribbean Club Bonaire to enter as well as exit.

angelfish, parrotfish, chubs, silversides, grouper,

The reef is marked by a buoy that is a quick

and more. Large tarpon hang out here and are

kick away (about an 26ft (8m) swim). Descend

especially active at night. At 46 ft (14m) a small

to the mooring at 33ft (10m) and you will find

wreck, called “La Machaca” lies encrusted with

the drop-off (bottom here at 79ft/24m ) soon

life, so there is a lot to see in and around the

after, which is covered in hard coral formations

wreck.

with patches of soft coral in between. Look out
for rays in the sandy patches and a diverse

At Bonaire’s southern dive sites, you’ll enter the
water and find a long, shallow, gently sloping

Additionally, there is a nursery of Reef Renewal

fish population living in the reef here with the

shelf. In some areas such as at “The Lake”

Foundation Bonaire located in the sandy area

occasional turtle passing through for a snack

and “Invisibles” you will encounter a double

before the drop-off, sponsored by Buddy Dive

on the reef.

reef system, where the 2nd reef is much older

Resort.

Sampler

geologically. In the shallows, large soft coral
gorgonians are common, and in the extreme
southern sites, encounters with pelagic are
possible.
When one looks at Bonaire’s northern
geography, it is much hillier and that reflects in
the underwater terrain. On the northern sites,
you’ll find everything from a short terrace gently
dropping off at a 45°angle to an exciting sheer
wall drop covered in coral outcroppings and
sponges waiting to be explored. Here you’ll see
large colonies of star and brain corals.
On the small uninhabited island of Klein
Bonaire, you will discover a bit of everything and
due to its popularity among nesting turtles, you
can expect to see quite a few turtles during your

Sara’s Smile

Located at the north of Klein Bonaire and only

An easy entrance just off of the dock doing a giant

accessible by boat, this dive site truly offers a

stride or walking down the stairs. Follow the rope line

“sample” of just about everything! The drop-off

straight to the reef which drops off at 49 ft (15m).

bottoms out at around 100ft (30 m) and the
reef is covered in hard and soft coral as well

Next to the stairs you will be in 8ft deep (2.5m). First

as healthy sponges. Loggerhead, green and

we have a sandy area, followed by a lot of soft coral

hawksbill turtles, octopus, squid and during the

and in about 23 ft (7m) the reef starts going down in

night, lobsters will accompany you

a 45 degree angle. You will find a sandy bottom at

during your dive.

100 ft (30m).
The reef has a wide variety of hard coral and large
sponges. Look carefully on the soft coral, if you are
lucky you might find a sea horse. Expect a large
variety of fish; French angelfishes, parrotfishes, damselfishes, hamlets, blennies and more. At night big
friendly tarpons will follow you during the entire dive.

dives & snorkels here.

Oil Slick Leap
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DIVERS, SNORKELERS, ADVENTURERS, AND LEISURE TRAVELERS
WILL FEEL EQUALLY AT HOME AT BUDDY DIVE RESORT.
Personable service is our motto!
At Buddy Dive, we are known for our casual
atmosphere, personable staff, spacious
accommodations, and a dive operation that
keeps the needs and wishes of its guests in
mind. Our guest services include 24 hour
front office staff and security on the
premises - ensuring you receive the
assistance you need at any time.
To make sure our guests have the best time,
there is a full service dive operation, two
restaurants; Ingridiënts & Blennies,
two swimming pools, a Kids Activities Center,
and our own fleet of pick-up trucks on site!

CONVENIENT & COMFORTABLE ROOMS
Our 73 apartments offer the comfort and privacy you desire. We provide studios, one-, twoand three-bedroom apartments, all with fully equipped kitchens complete with microwave, and
refrigerator, while the living rooms of the apartments are comfortably furnished with cable TV,
phones, and fan. You will have direct access to your own private balcony or porch with an astonishing view over the crystal blue ocean or lush tropical gardens.
The bedrooms have twin or king beds, air-conditioning, a safety deposit box and a spacious
closet. Each and every bedroom has its own bathroom with toilet and comfortable shower.

FOOD, DRINK AND FUN - A FLAVOR OF
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE AND LOCAL CULTURE
An American breakfast buffet awaits you in our breakfast restaurant overlooking the ocean
and Klein Bonaire. Lunch is served at Blennies and on the beach, with a selection of salads,
sandwiches, burgers and daily specials. It is the perfect time to catch all the activity happening on the dive dock. Make a sunset stop at the bar overlooking Klein Bonaire and meet your
new (dive) friends to start planning your dinner at either Ingridiënts Restaurant or Blennies
Restaurant. International dishes and local music guarantee the food and fun which you’ve
been searching for!

BONAIRE’S BEST DIVE OPERATION
1-Bedroom Apartment

Indeed Buddy’s Dive Shop keeps the needs and wishes of divers in mind with comfortable boats,
a complete rental and retail center and exceptional staff. Being a pioneer; Buddy Dive Resort
established the world’s first and unique ‘Drive Thru’ for scuba divers with two-lane air/Nitrox fill
station. Buddy Dive Resort is a member of DAN (Divers Alert Network), as well as a PADI 5-Star
Career Development Center, and a Universal Referral Center.

Pick-Up Truck

Studio Apartment

Free Wireless Internet

Unlimited

Air & Nitrox

Daily Buffet Breakfast

A la Carte

Restaurants

Most complete package on Bonaire!
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Eat, Sleep, (Buddy) Dive
FUN, FRIENDLY, AND CONVENIENT ARE JUST A FEW WORDS THAT
COME TO MIND TO DESCRIBE BONAIRE’S PREMIUM DIVE RESORT.

No matter which apartment you choose, you’re never more than a few steps away from our
popular and lively house reef which is perfect for diving and snorkeling, day or night.

HOME OF THE DRIVE & DIVE PACKAGE
Buddy Dive Resort has the convenience of its own car rental fleet with over 100 pick-up trucks

Buddy Dive Dock

and vans. When booking our Drive & Dive package, you have everything you need: accommodation, unlimited shore diving, 6 boat dives (optional), unlimited air or nitrox, daily breakfast
buffet, transfers from/to the airport, and a rental car. No more waiting in long lines at the airport! Once you get off the plane, you will be welcomed by our friendly staff. Transportation is
waiting to bring you to the resort. Attend the dive orientation and make your first dive or relax a
bit, unpack and once you are all set, come to the front desk to pick up your car. Our non-diving
guests can exchange the diving for a variety of activities.
Are you not comfortable with renting a car? No worries! We also offer a 12-boat dive package
to enjoy Bonaire’s underwater world to the fullest without renting a car.

Buddy’s Reef

McAir - ALL DAY ‘FRESH’ TANKS
Back in the 80’s guests affectionately called it “McAir” - and with good reason. The introduction of a Drive Thru put Buddy Dive Resort on the map as the easiest, fastest, most convenient
place for divers to get their AIR or NITROX “fix”.
In the shore diving capital of the world where surface intervals are carefully calculated for
repetitive diving ALL DAY and into the NIGHT, Buddy’s invention of the Drive Thru has been key,
keeping our guests stocked with full tanks so they can DIVE, DIVE, DIVE!

Toll Free US/Canada: 1-866-GO-BUDDY
International: +599 717 5080/+599 789 5080
info@buddydive.com
www.buddydive.com
@buddydiveresort
#buddydive

McAir - All Day “Fresh Tanks”

Don’t miss our weekly: Manager’s Rum Punch
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Technical Diving
For those who want to “experience it all”!

Buddy Dive Tek opened its doors in 2007, with the mission to
provide quality technical support and training to its guests at
Buddy Dive and on Bonaire.
In 2008, German Arango “Mr. G.” joined the dive team, bringing with him a passion for
technical diving and the continued study and practice of it. With his help and the cooperation of the dive team, Buddy Dive Tek has become a very important component of the
dive operation at Buddy Dive, and has built itself a reputation on Bonaire as the “Premier
Technical Diving Facility” on the island. The Buddy Dive Tek team represents a wealth of
technical knowledge and certifications from all fields of diving: GUE, NAUI, TDI and PADI.
With a fully operational tec support service; extensive equipment rental and technical
training up to instructor level, Buddy Dive Tek offers everything needed. This guarantees
a wide understanding of the technical diving community. The Buddy Dive Tek team stays
active throughout the year by teaching, promoting, guiding and exploring the deep reefs,
caves and wrecks of Bonaire.

Blending Station

CCR Friendly

Tec Courses
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WWW.BUDDYDIVE.COM/TEC
BLENDING STATION

BUDDY DIVE TEK TRAINING

Our blending station is located in the heart of our Technical

At Buddy Dive Tek we offer a large variety of technical diving

Diver Office at the Drive Thru. We are capable of delivering

courses. Try-out sessions for those who are not qualified yet

all types of O2 and TRIMIX blends you ask for. We also offer

and more advanced courses for those who want to extend their

standard GUE gases.

knowledge. We can offer GUE, NAUI and PADI programs from
student level all the way up to the instructor level. Courses can be
taught in English, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish and Italian.

CCR DIVERS
Buddy Dive Tek is a 100% rebreather friendly
facility. Our facility has a large stock of different

BONAIRE TEK WEEK

size rebreather cylinders, different types of CO2

Every year in October Buddy Dive Tek hosts the event Bonaire

absorbent available and provided a state-of-

TeK. A week fully dedicated to technical diving. With special

the-art filling station with 2 booster pumps

guests from a.o. NAUI, PADI and GUE and try-out and demo

capable of reaching high pressure fills of
Oxygen and TRIMIX. Our 100% Rebreath-

sessions from a.o. Sub Gravity, Dive Rite and Halcyon, Bonaire
TeK offers something for everyone! The non-stop spirit of adven-

er friendly facility also comes with staff

ture, curiosity and the enthusiasm of the diving community

trained in different CCR units like the JJ

worldwide keeps pushing the diving industry forward and it’s

CCR, the X-CCR and the O2ptima CCR.
All of this is always in stock!

BUDDY DIVE TEK OPEN CIRCUIT
Diving doubles or Sidemount? No problem, we
can provide the necessary equipment to support
your preferred configuration; backplates with harness,
wings, regs, spools, DSMB’s, and more.

our pleasure to ensure that we at Buddy Dive Tek provide the
latest in technical diving in a safe and friendly environment.

OPERATION CCR
No doubt that closed circuit rebreathers are the present and the
future of diving exploration. Buddy Dive Tek, as a leading
technical diver support facility, recognizes this ambition of
exploration and desire to conqueror new frontiers for our
guests. Therefore, we organize a week exclusively for CCR
divers! During this week you can immerse yourself in the world
of CCR diving. Full of presentations, demonstrations and gear
try-outs; we are ready to welcome CCR divers from all around
the world. Buddy Dive Tek on Bonaire is the CCR place that will
provide unlimited hours of freedom, fun and exploration for
them and their units!

For more information and tec diving specific questions,
please contact Mr. G and our tec team directly.
Toll free US/Canada: 1-866-GO-BUDDY
International: +599 717 5080/+599 789 5080
tekdiving@buddydive.com
www.buddydive.com/tec
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Buddy Dive Resort Bonaire has long
been recognized for its professionalism
and quality of service. At Buddy Dive
Academy we share our knowledge and
secrets with divers who want to become
PADI Professional Diving Instructors.
Buddy Dive Academy offers an extensive spectrum
of courses, from kids courses like PADI Bubble
Maker all the way up to the Instructor Development
Course (IDC). We provide continuing education for
our instructor candidates, like specialty instructor
training after the IDC, and tec courses at an
instructor level.
The Instructor Development Course at Buddy Dive
Academy offers the best environment to become a
PADI professional. We have the perfect combination

Eat, Sleep, Learn,
(Buddy) Dive
More Info:
Toll Free US/Canada 1-866-GO-BUDDY
International +599 717 5080/+599 789 5080
coursedirector@buddydive.com

WWW.BUDDYDIVE.COM/ACADEMY

of the most important aspects that will guarantee
your success in your IDC and future career as a PADI
instructor.
The dive operation and instructional staff have
earned an industry wide reputation for excellence
that enables us to guarantee you 100% success
on your Instructor Examination. Workshops and
instructional scenarios during your IDC will prepare
you for real life as a working PADI professional.
Our Instructor Development programs are 3 days
longer than the standard 8 day IDC. This allows our
program to be more comprehensive and relaxed
than the majority of Instructor Development Courses
in the region. Your IDC at Buddy Dive includes a free
Preparation Course and we also offer the online
option (e-Learning) for candidates who have time
limitations.
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Fun Kids

Activities

Fun and learning in the sun - Happy Kids = Happy Parents
When considering Bonaire as a potential island to visit with
your kids, you couldn’t wish for a better place to stay!
Bonaire is a safe and quiet island with shallow waters, nice
beaches and lots of fun activities to do.
At all our resorts we offer extensive and well organized kids’ programs for all ages,
including a baby-sitting service for the little ones and a yearly Kids Sea Camp
organized by Family Dive Adventures. Our Dive Shop & Activity Center can set-up
all the excursions, trips, and tours you would like to do, but we also have a fully
staffed kids club where your children are taken care of while you are doing that
morning or afternoon boat dive with your spouse, strolling through Kralendijk’s
shopping center, or just relaxing on your porch or balcony.
Buddy’s Ranger Kids Club is a full morning program where we mix education with
fun. We’ll teach the young ones to snorkel or use SASY equipment, do fish- and
coral-ID, paint driftwood, and have a surprise trip at the end of the program.
For those kids that are ready and eager to take up the sport of scuba diving,
we provide the PADI Seal program.
PADI has developed a unique program for kids from the age of 8 to 10, with the
goal of letting them discover scuba diving in a safe and natural environment.
Our dive operation has specially trained instructors. Our restaurant, Blennies,
caters to the young ones with delicious meals, especially for them.

Available kids programs per age
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

BUDDY KIDS CLUB
SASY
SEAL TEAM
BUBBLEMAKER

DISCOVER SCUBA DIVE (DSD)
JUNIOR PADI COURSES

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION VISIT WWW.BUDDYDIVE.COM/KIDS
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Underwater

Photography
Buddy Dive’s on-site digital photo center

OPEN DAILY FROM 8 A.M. - 5 P.M. THE PHOTO CENTER OFFERS
PADI UNDERWATER (U/W) PHOTO AND VIDEO INSTRUCTION AT
BEGINNER AND INTERMEDIATE LEVELS.
We have an extensive line of quality point and shoot digital cameras preset
with optimal settings that allow the beginner or casual u/w photographer
guaranteed results. Intermediate level photographers will want to take
advantage of our digital external flash systems. Tested on over 100 models
of u/w cameras, the external flash allows the photographer to easily redirect
the angle of light, allowing for increased texture and dramatic lighting effects.
The Digital Photo Center also rents focus lights for night photography.
Photographers wanting to get the most out of their own u/w cameras may
want to schedule a clinic with our dedicated photo center staff. Our team will
examine your camera, images and settings, and will advice you on the corrective settings specific to your camera. This popular service is an advantage
in terms of time and money and enhances results.
The Digital Photo Center can film your family or group for a lasting digital
memory on USB or you can rent our video system and make your own movie.
Our very own digital photo pro Guillermo will be happy to assist you with
anything you need during your stay, so you can bring home stunning photo’s
to show your friends & family.

The Digital Photo Center is conveniently located at the
center of Buddy Dive’s waterfront area on the dock.
digitalphoto@buddydive.com
www.buddydive.com/digitalphoto
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Island

Dining

Bonaire’s restaurants are a reflection of the island: diverse and surprising.
For every budget, taste and expectation level, you will find your restaurant:
international, exotic, local, or a quick bite. Let us know when you wish to
dine and we’ll make a recommendation & reservation for you.

Bonaire’s restaurants, bars and night life

Buddy Dive Resort is the home of Ingridiënts

Visit Blennies, located at Buddy Dive Resort, to

Caribbean Club Restaurant & Bar is situated in

Restaurant. Sweeping ocean views and elegant

enjoy some of the best international dishes on

the middle of the resort, overlooking the

Caribbean decor make this the perfect place to

Bonaire in a casual environment with ocean

beautiful garden and one of the swimming

enjoy your delicious dinner. Our food is based

views. Every Friday you’re invited to join us at

pools. The restaurant is open for breakfast,

on the Mediterranean cuisine, combined with

our Manager’s Rum Punch Party, a lively event

lunch and dinner and combines the

local products. Complete with a brick oven for

with popcorn and free rum and fruit punch from

international cuisine with local touches. One

homemade pizza, daily specials and an array of

5.30 p.m. - 6.30 p.m. and dance to the live

thing you don’t want to miss is the Manager’s

choices that you combine based on your own

island sounds of Moogie. Complete the evening

Rum Punch Party, followed by an

taste. You can expect an unforgettable dining

by joining us for our famous All-You-Can-Eat

all-you-can-eat BBQ on Sunday night.

experience!

BBQ, featuring a hog roast and steak, fish,
chicken and ribs accompanied by a variety of

Open daily: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Open daily: 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.

stews, salads, rice dishes, soup and of course,

+599 717 7901

+599 717 1684

dessert! It is a feast you will not want to miss!

www.caribbeanclubbonaire.com/restaurant

IngridientsRestaurant
IngridientsRestaurant
info@ingridientsrestaurant.com
www.ingridientsrestaurant.com

Open daily: 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
+599 717 5080/+599 789-5080
www.buddydive.com/blennies
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INTIMATE, INDEPENDENT
& INSPIRATIONAL
These are words that go hand-inhand with this place of tranquility
that combines the conveniences of
home with a relaxing atmosphere.
Each of the 22 apartments is uniquely
and stylishly decorated, detailed with
individual Caribbean touches.
Spacious & comfortable oceanfront apartments, set amid lush tropical gardens at the
ocean’s edge, free wifi & service with a personal touch: these are a few of the amenities that
make Belmar Oceanfront Apartments, a PADI
5-Star resort with its own full-service Buddy Dive
Shop, a very special place.
Everyone is invited to escape their hectic daily
life and enjoy the sun on the swimming/dive
docks or at the oceanfront Magna swimming
pool with its amazing panorama view. This is
truly the ultimate way to relax.
Lac Bay’s windsurfing area, Kralendijk’s downtown shopping area, restaurants and several
dive sites are just a minutes’ drive away. The
office is staffed throughout the day, whereas
outside of office hours, our on-premises security
guard can provide assistance.
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Pick-Up Truck

Free Wireless Internet

Unlimited

Air & Nitrox

In-Room

Nespresso Machine

Valet

Diving

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT WITH THE CONVENIENCES OF HOME
Spacious apartments feature one, two or three bedrooms with one or two bathrooms,
fully equipped kitchens and large living areas. Every one of the balconies/porches
provides a fantastic ocean view.
All bedrooms are air-conditioned while the living room and porches have ceiling
fans. Every kitchen has a full-sized U.S. refrigerator with ice-maker, Nespresso coffee
machine and a dishwasher. The well-equipped kitchens make preparing & enjoying
meals together fun. The privacy you enjoy while having the stunning view of the
Caribbean Sea in front of you is spectacular!
Buddy Dive at Belmar is a PADI 5-Star and Universal Referral Dive Center, conveniently located on the premises. We offer instructions from basic Open Water courses up
to dive master and many other dive specialties. Due to its small scale set-up, you
will feel like you have your own private dive instructor. Tanks, guest lockers and rinse
tanks are located only steps away from the parking lot or dive dock. The small and
cozy retail shop, located in the dive center, carries dive and snorkel gear, t-shirts,
sandals, locally made souvenirs, and many other popular items.

VALET DIVING
At Belmar you can enhance your scuba diving experience with valet diving services
aboard our spacious boats. The crew will load your gear onto the boat and set-up
your tank, while you relax on the short ride to the dive site. Sit back and discuss your
dive plan, or make friends with a new buddy. Once you arrive, Belmar’s experienced
dive masters will guide you into the water and navigate the way to must-see critters
and marine life.

Toll Free US/Canada: 1-888-655-0605
International: +599 717 7878
info@belmar-bonaire.com
www.belmar-bonaire.com
@BelmarOceanfrontApartments
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Part of the
Buddy Dive Family

Located north of Kralendijk at the foot of Bonaire’s hills and just steps away
from the most pristine dive sites, you’ll find Caribbean Club Bonaire. This
friendly 38-unit resort combines affordable accommodations with full resort
facilities, a restaurant, bar, two swimming pools, an on-premises dive shop/
activity center, along with front office and security services.

THE ROOMS:
AFFORDABLE CONVENIENCE IN A PEACEFUL SETTING.
A wide range of room types make Caribbean Club Bonaire a unique resort. Guests may choose from
basic studios to spacious villas overlooking the crystal blue waters of the Caribbean Sea or from a
penthouse to comfortable one-bedroom cottages. All units have air-conditioned bedrooms, while
the living rooms and porches feature ceiling fans. Kitchens in the one-bedroom cottages and studios
are equipped with the utensils and equipment you need to prepare a good meal, while the kitchens
in the two-bedroom cottages provide you with all the luxury you can wish. Cable TV and a safe
complete the convenience you need.

LOCAL CUISINE & HOSPITALITY, CARIBBEAN ATMOSPHERE.
There is no other restaurant or bar on the island that has the local and truly Caribbean atmosphere
like Caribbean Club Restaurant & Bar. Imagine a peaceful setting with a constant breeze where local
and international cuisine are melted into one: the perfect place to relax and enjoy delicious meals or
just have a cold drink. A must-try are the Krioyo dishes, representing the local cuisine, and you don’t
want to miss the Manager’s Rum Punch Party followed by an all-you-can-eat BBQ on Sunday night.
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Pick-Up Truck

Free Wireless Internet

Unlimited

Air & Nitrox

Daily Buffet Breakfast

A la Carte

Restaurants

DIVING AND OTHER NATURE ADVENTURES,
TOP DIVE SITES AND HIDDEN SECRETS OF BONAIRE.
In a unique setting and location, Buddy Dive at Caribbean Club Bonaire offers a complete and
wide range of services from air fills and a tank pick-up station to a full retail shop, rinse tanks and
shower facilities. Caribbean Club Bonaire offers diverse dive packages, even if you are not staying at
Caribbean Club Bonaire. When visiting the dive shop, you will be welcomed by an international staff
of dive professionals speaking multiple languages.
Bonaire’s top dive sites are just a few minutes’ drive away and besides diving, Caribbean Club
Bonaire is the perfect place to discover the many other eco-adventures Bonaire has to offer. Hiking,
mountain biking, cave exploration, snorkeling, kayaking, and trips to the Washington-Slagbaai
National Park or the Goto Meer (Goto Lake) are just a few of the activities to explore while staying at
Caribbean Club Bonaire.

Toll Free US/Canada: 1-800-906-7708
International: +599 717 7901
info@caribbeanclubbonaire.com
www.caribbeanclubbonaire.com
@CaribbeanClubBonaire

Part of the
Buddy Dive Family
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Buddy Dive

Watersports
One of the best spots in the world to practice these sports
Buddy Dive Watersports can be found at multiple locations on the island,
serving guests on our resorts, guests staying at private rental homes and
those who visit Bonaire for a day by cruise. Buddy Dive combines the
best of both worlds; the extensive knowledge, resources and facilities of
Bonaire’s top dive operation, while providing divers personal attention
from the friendly dive staff that will become the familiar faces guests are
greeted by on their next visit.
4 locations around the island
Bonaire’s beautiful reefs are only a ‘giant stride away’ from your room - no matter where you’re
staying-, making it convenient for you to enjoy ultimate diving freedom.
Buddy Dive has the reputation of keeping the needs of divers in mind, making it easy, comfortable, and convenient for them. That’s why you will find 4 Buddy Dive locations around the
island, all offering a dive (retail) shop, dive tanks, equipment rental, courses and guided (boat)
dives.
For guests not staying at one of the resorts; Buddy Dive Watersports can deliver fresh scuba
tanks to your private house or apartment on a daily basis.
All Buddy Dive Watersports locations are PADI 5-star resorts, Universal Referral dive center, as

Free tank delivery service

well as a DAN business member. The PADI 5-star Career Development Center is located on the
premises of Buddy Dive Resort together with the famous Drive-Thru air and Nitrox fill station.
Those who would like to begin scuba diving or continue their dive education can visit our PADI
5-star Academy, where experienced dive instructors are ready to assist you to improve your
skills and knowledge.
There is always a Buddy Dive location close by to book your unlimited diving package or dive
course, or simply book your diving online on our website!

Buddy Dive Watersports Store - Downtown Kralendijk
Retail Shop

Don’t forget to visit our Buddy Dive Watersports store. Besides everything for divers; the store
has fashionable beachwear for him and her, sunglasses, bags and more.
Just drop by when on island! We are located across the Tourism Office.

Book your diving & courses online!
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Discover

Bonaire

Above and below the waterline.

The island is located in the southern
Caribbean, outside the hurricane belt
close to Aruba and Curaçao, which
are only respectively 86 and 30
miles (138 and 44 kilometers) away.
Bonaire is just a 3-hour flight from
Miami and approximately a 10-hour
flight from Europe.

is well known for its turtle hatching area and
beaches.
The clear waters are ideal for snorkeling and
sunbathing. Diving, kayaking, caving, snorkeling,
mountain biking, wind- or kitesurfing, bird
watching, hiking, or just relaxing and
re-energizing from the real world’s stress: you
name it and you will find it on Bonaire.

Consistently rated as the top dive destination in
the world and as a pioneer in preserving nature,
Bonaire is a dream for every diver. Over 80 dive
sites, many of which are easily accessible by
shore, truly make Bonaire the shore diving capital
of the world. However, this boomerang-shaped
island, 24 miles (39 kilometers) long by 3-5 miles
(5-8 kilometers) wide, also offers a variety of
activities for those who do not dive.
The eastern mangroves, the “nursery of the reef”,
is best discovered by kayak, while on the western
part of the island, several caves are open for
guided tours to explore this unknown and mystical side of Bonaire. Lac Bay in the south has near
perfect windsurfing conditions, making the area
ideal for beginners and advanced wind surfers
alike, whereas the hilly landscape in the north
is every mountain bikers dream. Klein Bonaire, a
small deserted island a mile off Bonaire’s coast,
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Constant trade winds from the east ensure a

Bonaire’s population is a rich mixture of several

While Dutch and Papiamentu are the official lan-

pleasant breeze over the 113.5 square mile

cultures and dates back to around 1000 AD, the

guages, English is widely spoken by most people

(294 square kilometers) island. Although

era of the Arawak Indians, when the Caiquetios

on the island. Renting a car is highly recom-

influenced by a dry climate, Bonaire has three

sailed across from what is now Venezuela. Traces

mended as there is no formal public transporta-

distinctive land types. The central region is

of their culture can still be found on various

tion system on the island. Taxis are available at

semi-arid, while the southern region is flat and

archaeological sites. Slaves were brought from

the airport or can be arranged by your hotel.

wide open with a unique mangrove system

Africa in the early 1600s. Historical landmarks

and salt pans. The northern part is greener and

from this dark period in history are still visible

On Bonaire’s main street, Kaya Grandi, you won’t

hillier. With a height of 714 feet (218 meters),

on the island. Most eye-catching and impressive

find busy and overcrowded shops retailing the

Brandaris is Bonaire’s highest point. An average

are, of course, the slave huts on the southern

traditional gadgets and souvenirs you encoun-

annual rainfall of 22 inches (56 cm), an almost

tip of the island. Although defined by diversity,

ter when visiting other main Caribbean tourist

constant water temperature of 80 degrees

Bonaire’s rich culture is heavily influenced by

destinations. The selection of goods offered are

Fahrenheit (27 degrees Celsius), and a slightly

African elements. Songs and dances of the

like Bonaire itself: diverse and surprising. We

higher air temperature of 82 degrees Fahrenheit

slaves, created to deal with their inhumane

have some shops that offer high quality jewelry

(28 degrees Celsius), makes Bonaire a pleasant

treatment, are kept alive by the people of

while others carry arts and crafts from our local

environment in which to vacation.

Bonaire. African styles have been creatively

artisans.

mixed with cultural influences of the island’s
occupants, such as the Spaniards and the Dutch.

For many years, Bonaire’s government has

Friendly and warm are the best ways to describe

played a leading role in preserving and

the people behind the bright smiles for which

protecting the nature on the island, both below

Bonaireans are so famous.

and above the water. Most significant and well
known, of course, is the Bonaire National Marine
Park, initiated over 30 years ago at a time when
marine parks were unknown.
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Bonaire

Activities

(Eco) Adventure & fun-filled tours

Caving

Kayaking

Snorkeling

and others have lakes and tunnels. We offer you

the most popular activities on Bonaire and there

shallow reef terrace alone, snorkeling is a great

the unique opportunity to explore these ancient

are all sorts of places to discover. Take a guided

activity for the entire family. Young or old, any-

wonders with their majestic stalactites and

kayak tour through the mangroves or to nearby

one who can swim, and float can snorkel. Bo-

stalagmites. Out of over one hundred caves on

Klein Bonaire. Combine the Klein Bonaire trip

naire has some great snorkel sites. Several sites

Bonaire, a mere three of them are accessible for

with a guided walk and exploration of the island

around Klein Bonaire are a “must” for snorkelers

tourists and they may only be entered under the

or a snorkel along the island’s shallow terraces:

to discover and 1000 Steps and Karpata on

supervision of a certified guide. The caves play

a perfect place to spot turtles! Or go for a

the scenic route are also good snorkel spots. A

an important role in the island’s eco-system,

leisurely paddle and explore on your own as you

drift snorkel from Something Special to Buddy’s

with six species of bats inhabiting the caves.

tour the coastline.

Reef is an awesome adventure and a trip you’ll

Bonaire has many cave systems; some are dry,

In addition to scuba diving, kayaking is one of

With over 75 different species of fish along the

These flying mammals pollinate the island’s

always remember. Or combine snorkeling and

flowers and consume mosquitoes.

kayaking in Bonaire’s mangrove forrest and you
will explore the “nursery” of the ocean. Among

Bird watching

Mountain Biking

island, and bird watching is gaining popular-

Bonaire for mountain bikers. Literally around

ity. During a bird watching tour, you are not

every hilltop there are different vistas to enjoy.

only discovering the diversity of Bonaire’s bird

With such a wide variety of routes from which to

population, but at the same time, you’ll visit

choose, we’re sure to be able to put together a

sites and locations you would otherwise never

tour that best suits your interest and fitness lev-

get to explore.

el. Although there is not much traffic on Bonaire

Almost two hundred species of birds live on the

Miles and miles of trails have been mapped on

to begin with, this sport really allows you to get
away from it all!
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the highlights are three-inch long barracudas,
upside down jellies, baby sergeant majors, and
“dancing” flat worms. For those who want some
instruction or guidance, the Activity Center can
provide a private snorkel lesson, or you may join
a guided snorkel trip.

www.buddydive.com/activities
Windsurfing

Kitesurfing

watersports that are gaining more and more attention on this peaceful and relaxing Dutch

round trade winds and the great constant water

Caribbean island. Bonaire’s best-kept secret? Lac Bay. It’s over 3 square miles (8 square

temperature makes the choice an easy one.

kilometers) of tropical blue water providing near-perfect windsurfing conditions, ideal for

There is a designated spot on Bonaire’s west

beginners and advanced windsurfers alike. A favorite of watersports enthusiasts, Lac Bay is

coast in the south that is ideal for kiteboarding:

blessed with an average water temperature of 82 degrees Fahrenheit (28 degrees Celsius),

Atlantis Beach. Both experienced and beginner

steady onshore winds between 15 and 25 knots that are practically guaranteed and sheltered,

kiteboarders will feel at home on Bonaire since

shallow waters. All these key ingredients make Lac Bay one of the Caribbean’s best

two kiteboarding schools with internationally

windsurfing spots.

certified instructors can teach this exciting sport

Bonaire may be best known as a top dive destination, but that just skims the surface of the

Beginners can practice in the waist deep, gin-clear water, while advanced windsurfers can
look for the excitement that comes with bump and jump chop. For the advanced sailor, there is
an upwind beach near Lac Cai offering topnotch windsurfing in the waves. The half-mile long
strand of fine, sugary sand makes the beach area one of the most popular sun and fun spots
on any given day. Wind, sun and Caribbean blue, it doesn’t get much better than this.
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Bonaire is also a paradise for kiteboarders. Year-

to those who are ready to ride the wind.

Romance &

Weddings

The naturally romantic side of Bonaire.

Whether you are looking to tie the knot or celebrating an important
day, Bonaire has the perfect setting! Bonaire is the perfect hide-away
for couples and romantics. We have beautiful turquoise blue waters,
white beaches on Klein Bonaire, unspoiled nature in the National Slagbaai Park, colorful Salt Pans and Lac Cai.

GETTING MARRIED ON BONAIRE OR KLEIN BONAIRE
The day begins as you cruise together on a small boat along our scenic waterfront
towards Town Hall, or one of the beautiful outside locations where the official wedding
can take place. Get married with your feet in the sand and afterwards, celebrate with
champagne and cake under the palms on the beach with the turquoise sea as your
background: a perfect place for pictures to capture the moment.
Followed with lunch for two on the nearby uninhabited island of Klein Bonaire, where the
day is yours to enjoy a barefoot romantic stroll on the beach or to bathe in the gentle surf.
Share cocktails together or with friends as you watch a perfect sunset before enjoying
an intimate dinner with the calming sound of the sea below, and you have the perfect
setting for your wedding and honeymoon.

UNDERWATER WEDDING
Looking for a special wedding experience? Surprise your guests with an underwater wedding ceremony at Buddy Dive’s house reef. Complete with wedding arch, the ceremony
starts with the bride entering the reef. The celebrant leads the ceremony up to the big
question and after the “I do’s” it’s time to exchange the rings.
The underwater ceremony is not a legally binding marriage
and must always be combined with an official ceremony on Bonaire.
Whether you’re getting married, renewing vows or going on your
honeymoon, you want something special. Let us arrange the
details that will make this important day an unforgettable one.
As we say: “Everything is possible,
only miracles take a bit longer to arrange.”

WWW.BUDDYDIVE.COM/WEDDING
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Reef Renewal

Bonaire

Reef Renewal

Supported by Buddy Dive Resort Bonaire

Reef Renewal Foundation Bonaire (RRFB) is a nonprofit organization working to protect
and restore Bonaire’s coral reefs through the large-scale propagation and outplanting of
threatened coral species.

Bonaire

innovative techniques to give Bonaire’s reefs a
helping hand on an ecological scale.
Restoring Bonaire’s coral reefs to the resilient,

The Foundation was founded in 2012, when Ken Nedimyer, founder of Coral Restoration Foundation, was

healthy ecosystems they used to be, will continue

invited to visit the island to work with and assist the community with their continued efforts to preserve

to be a community effort. So get involved!

Bonaire’s coral reefs. In February 2012, the Bonairean government, together with support from the Bonaire
National Marine Park, granted a permit to Buddy Dive Resort, the Foundation’s founding partner, to start a

Dive for a cause! Join the weekly presentation at

reef restoration pilot project. The project started with just a few corals in one nursery and has grown every

Buddy Dive Resort and take the PADI Reef Renewal

year since. Today, RRFB maintains over 13,000 corals in eight different coral nurseries around the island.

specialty course to learn the basic techniques used
in our restoration work.

At the beginning, the Foundation collected different

community. Besides Buddy Dive, RRFB is now

genetic strains of staghorn (Acropora cervicornis)

supported by three other dive operators on the

Donate! Give back to the reefs via a one-time or

and elkhorn (Acropora palmata) coral. These corals

island. All RRFB dive shop members support the

monthly donation to Reef Renewal Bonaire. Or bring

formed the base nursery stock and were hung up on

Foundation’s mission to protect and restore Bonaire’s

materials and supplies off of RRFB’s online wishlist

coral nursery trees to grow.

coral reefs by executing a practical restoration

as an in-kind donation when you visit.

program and serving as educational ambassadors to
Today, these coral nurseries are fully self-sustaining.

the community. The nurseries and restoration sites

Adopt! Adopt a coral, nursery tree, or coral thicket

The corals are fragmented periodically to produce

maintained by each dive shop are not only used to

through RRFB’s Adoption Program. Protect Bonaire’s

new generations, thousands of corals strong, and

grow corals and outplant them back to the reef, but

coral reefs for future generations and leave a

the fragments are rehung on the trees to grow. After

also to train divers in basic restoration skills.

lasting legacy.

six to nine months in the nurseries, when the corals
have reached a healthy size, they are outplanted to

Thanks to the help of supporting dive operators

degraded reefs around the island, called restoration

and volunteers, since 2013, 22,000 of these

sites. By growing and outplanting a wide array of

nursery-grown staghorn and elkhorn corals have

genetic strains, RRFB is adding to the local genetic

been outplanted back onto the reef.

diversity and increasing the resilience of the reef.

Check the website and Facebook page for updates
growth progress at our coral gardens.

www.reefrenewalbonaire.org
info@reefrenewalbonaire.org

Recognizing the urgency of the threats facing

@reefrenewalbonaire

As Reef Renewal Foundation Bonaire has grown,

our reefs, Reef Renewal Foundation Bonaire

@reefrenewalbonaire

it has garnered more support from the local dive

is expanding its impact by incorporating new,
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Your Buddies on

Bonaire
Diving + Activities
Pricelist
Recreational/professional
diving courses

Specialty Dive Courses

Discover Scuba Diving

Incl. 4 dives, book & instruction.

½ day

Deep Diver
$90

Incl. theory, pool training & 1 ocean dive (min. age 10 yrs).*

Additional Discover Scuba Dive

½ day

$70

Incl. Dive Guide & 1 ocean dive.*

Scuba Review

½ day

$90

Incl. materials, instruction & 1 ocean dive.*

PADI Open Water Certification

4-5 days

$375

Incl. instruction, course materials & certification.*

E-learning PADI Open Water

2-3 days

$265**

Complete PADI online theory at home
& the practical dives on Bonaire.

Referral Course

2 days

$240

2 days

$270

2 days

$200**

½-1 days

$55

3-4 days

$370

2-3 days

$285**

Incl. 3 dives, book & instruction.

Search & Recovery Diver

1 day

Wreck Diver

2 days

$200

Incl. 4 dives, book & instruction.

Enriched Air (Nitrox) Diver

1 day

$130

E-learning Enriched Air (Nitrox) Diver

½ day

$35*

U/W Naturalist

1 day

$130

Peak Performance Buoyancy

1 day

$130

Reef Fish ID

1 day

$130

Lion Fish Hunter Instruction

1 day

$130

Diver Propulsion Vehicle (DPV)

1 day

$185

8 days

5 days

A La Carte

Daily

U/L Shore Diving

$40

U/L Shore Diving, if on Double Side Mount

$80

1-Tank Boat Dive & U/L air

$65

2-Tank Boat Dive & U/L air

$98

1-Tank Boat Dive, if on U/L Shore Diving

$42

2-Tank Boat Dive, if on U/L Shore Diving

$70

2-Tank Valet Boat Dive

$100

2-Tank Washington Slagbaai Valet Boat Dive

$125

A La Carte

Weekly

U/L Shore Diving

$175

U/L Shore Diving, if on Double Side Mount

$350

U/L Shore Diving (7 days)

$210

U/L Shore Diving (7 days), if on Double Side Mount

$420

6 Boat Dives & U/L Shore Diving

$375

Tank rental includes the use of weights & weight belt.
All air package include nitrox.

Private Dive Guide*
Check Dive with Divemaster
Dive Master Guide
Private Instructor
Guided DPV dives (2 dives)

1 dive 1/2 day

1 day

$55

-

-

$45

$125

$250

$55

-

-

-

-

$120

* The private guide rates exclude dive equipment,
tanks & weight. Min. 2 pax required, max 6 pax.

Night Dives

$150

Important note: All specialties are excluding air & equipment.
* Excluding online PADI fee.

$750

Dive Equipment Rental
Daily

7 days

Fluorescent Night Dive*

$600

Mask & Snorkel

$6

$30

Light included.

Fins

$6

$30

Snorkel set

$10

$50

Snorkel vest

$6

$30

BCD

$13

$65

Regulator with gauges & octopus

$13

$65

Dive computer

$13

$65

Mesh bag

$3

$15

Wetsuit

$13

$65

Octopus or gauges

$6

$30

Wetsuit (full)

$20

$100

Open Heel Fins

$13

$65

Dive Light LED (without batteries)

$13

$65

Scuba set*

$45

$225

DPV (½ day or 6 days)

$50

$600

Complete PADI online theory at home& the practical dives on Bonaire.
* Use of all required equipment is included.
** Excluding online PADI fee.
*** Equipment & dive air not included.

$200

Incl. 4 dives, book & instruction.

Incl. instruction, certification, basic materials & diving. ***

E-learning Dive Master

2 days

Incl. 2 dives & materials.

Incl. instruction, course materials& certification.

Dive Master Professional Course

$200

Incl. 2 dives, all materials & instruction.

Complete PADI online theoryat home & confined
water trainingand 4 open water dives on Bonaire.

Emergency First Response

1-2 days

Incl. 2 dives, slide show & instruction.

Incl. instruction, certification, materials &
 diving. ***

E-Learning Rescue Diver

Night Diver

Incl. 2 dives, weight check & instruction.

Incl. 1 dive & materials.***

Rescue Diver Certification

Incl. 3 dives, book & instruction.

Incl. 2 dives, slide show & instruction.

Complete PADI online theory at home& 5 ocean dives on Bonaire.

PADI Adventures Dives

$185

Complete PADI online theory at home& the practical dives on Bonaire.

Incl. instruction, materials, certification& 5 dives.***

E-learning PADI Advanced Diver

1-2 days

Dive Packages
$200

Incl. book & instruction.

Incl. instruction, certification & 4 ocean dives.*
Current referral papers & medical statements required.

PADI Advanced Open Water Diver

U/W Navigation Diver

2 days

1- Tank Boat Night Dive

$52

If on U/L Shore Diving. Dive light is required,
available for rent at the dive shop.

* BCD, Regulator, Mask, Snorkel, Fins,Wetsuit & free rental of dive computer.

All prices are subject to26
change without prior notice

* By arrangement & subject to availability,
sign up onsite 24hrs in advance.

$60

Buddy’s Kids Programs
Have your child explore the beautiful reefs and marine life with a n
entertaining program while you are out diving or snorkeling!

Bubble maker

$90

Scuba experience for children ages 8 - 10.Incl.
instructions, 1 dive & use of all required equipment.

Buddy Rangers
A fun filled experience where kids learn to snorkel and how to use
SASY equipment. Learn about fish and the underwater w
 orld and
enjoy lots of other activities like driftwood painting.
For children ages 5 - 10 who are able to swim.
5 days from8:30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. (Mon-Fri only).

Buddy Rangers

1 Day

3 Day

5 Day

$60

$180

$250

$350 (min 2 kids)
$375

$65

Incl. 12 dives & Air / Nitrox.
* For Certified Reef Renewal Divers.

$11

All blends available (40% - 100% O2 / TRIMIX)

Faber Steel 3lt - 2lt & 3lt (Rebreather)

$11

O2 blends per cu.ft of O2

$1

He blends per cu.ft of Helium

$3

Handling fee per blend

$5

Sofnolime 812 per lbs

$6

ExtendAir & SOFNODIVE Cartridge

$53

Guided Tech Dives (per diver)
Windjammer Wreck or any other shore dive site.
Equipment & gas are excluded. Min. required: 2 pax.

Tec Courses
1½ day

3 days

PADI Tec 45

$212

Reg sets for Doubles / Side Mount

$22

Stage Reg with SPG

$11

Technical Rig
Back plate, harness, regulators, wing & tanks

$6

Reel

$6

DPV

$75

Closed Circuit Rebreather
6 days

$424

Air as diluent - sofnolime (5lb per day)

$530

Air as diluent - sofnodive (Poseidon)
ExtendAir (O2ptima)

CCR Rec
3 days

CCR Tec

$430
$565

$555

Trimix as diluent - sofnolime (5lb per day)

PADI Tec 50

1 day

$80

Further your Tech Skills, by mastering further
techniques & be able to dive to 50m/165 ft.

6 days

$400

3 days

PADI Tec TRIMIX 65

5 days

$636

CCR Tec

$690

Trimix as diluent - sofnodive (Poseidon)
ExtendAir (O2ptima)
$742

Open Circuit (OC)

$950

6 days OC Deep Air**

Advance your skills, learn TRIMIX
& be able to dive to 65m/231ft.

OC Tec (Trimix)***

DSAT Gas Blender

1 day

$185

4 days

$650

Learn all of the essential skills
to become a Mixed Gas Blender.

GUE Fundamentals class
This course will make you a better,
safer and more competent diver.

GUE Doubles Primer

2 days

$300

2 days

$300

$1350

Tech add ons
Add boats (3x 2hrs bottom time)

$375

Dive and explore our deepest wreck!

Wind Jammer Tech Dives

Learn how to safely and comfortably dive
a double tank cylinder configuration.

(price is per person per dive)
** Air as Bottom Gas
*** TRIMIX as Bottom Gas
All prices are including Government Tax

Learn drysuit diving using proper
equipment and techniques.

Tec Courses Additional Information
 ourse material included. Tanks, Air & Nitrox will be included in
C
the course, helium & O2 fills (higher than 32%) will be charged
per cu ft of gas. NAUI courses available upon request.
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$53

Lift bag / DSMB

CCR Rec

Take Tech diving to the next level
& be able to dive to 45m/145ft.

GUE Drysuit Primer

Regulators

Essentials
$100

1½ - 2 days $220

Incl. 2 dives & Air / Nitrox.

Reef Renewal Week Package*

Deco/S. Mount/Bail out tanks Al 80’s - Al 40’s

Transition from recreational to technical
diving & be able to dive to 40m/130ft.

Incl. 3 dives, material, RRFB Tag& Air / Nitrox.

Reef Renewal Day*

$22

Gases

PADI Tec 40

Incl. 1 dive, RRFB Tag & Air / Nitrox.

Reef Renewal Diver D
 istinctive Specialty

Daily

Doubles Al 80’s

Learn to safely utilize side-mounted cylinders.
All required equipment is included.

Reef Renewal Specialties
½ day

Cylinders

Sidemount Diver

All courses, services & rentals are quoted per person. Prices and
government taxes are subject to change and include 6% government
taxes. Pre-paid packages are non-refundable or transferable. No
service charge will be added.

Discover Reef Renewal

Tec Prices

*REBREATHER - Try out & courses upon request

Start Scuba diving early with this specially designed program for kids!
‘Aqua missions’ & underwater fun using real scuba gear is a great
way to introduce children to the underwater world & offer them an
opportunity to dive just like mom & dad! For children ages 8 - 10 who
are able to swim. 5 days from 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. (Mon-Fri only).

Junior Open Water

Tec Equipment Rental

Rebreather Sorb*

PADI Seal Team

5 mornings

TEC DIVING

All prices are subject to change without prior notice

$100

at Buddy Dive

Inspiring food at Ingridiënts Restaurant

Reserve a table: +599 717 1684 - Restaurant opens daily at 6 p.m.
www.ingridientsrestaurant.com - info@ingridientsrestaurant.com
@IngridientsRestaurant
@IngridientsRestaurant

Include an East Coast dive in your Buddy Dive package!
Book now: www.buddydive.com/ecd - Toll Free US/Canada 1-866-GO-BUDDY, International +599 717 5080, reservations@buddydive.com

Quick Facts
All you need to know about our resorts

Buddy Dive
Resort Bonaire

Belmar Oceanfront
Apartments

Caribbean
Club Bonaire

NUMBER OF ROOMS/UNITS

73

22

39

NUMBER OF SWIMMING POOLS

2

1

2

NUMBER OF RESTAURANTS/BARS

2

0

1

THEME NIGHTS WITH MUSIC



-

-

Ocean/Garden

All Ocean

Ocean/Garden

ON-PREMISES DIVE SHOP







24-HOUR TANK AVAILABILITY







BOAT DIVES FROM PREMISES





-

ACTIVITY DESK







HOUSEKEEPING

Daily

Every other day

Every other day

SECURITY GUARD







FREE WIRELESS INTERNET







CAR RENTAL







IN-ROOM SAFES







TELEVISIONS IN ROOM







Showers

Showers

Showers

AIRCO IN BEDROOMS







FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHENS







EXTRA BED

Upon request

Upon request

Upon request

CHILD BEDS/CRIBS

Upon request

Upon request

Upon request

VOLTAGE

110/220V/50Hz

110/220V/50Hz

110/220V/50Hz

DISTANCE FROM AIRPORT

4 miles/6.5 km

1 mile/1.6 km

6 miles/9.5 km

DISTANCE FROM TOWN

3 miles/5 km

2 miles/3 km

5 miles/8 km

FRONT OFFICE HOURS

24/7

7am - 8pm

8am-5pm

LOCATION/VIEW

BATHROOMS
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Marine Life

ID Map
French Angelfish

Queen Angelfish

Cherubfish

Foureye Butterflyfish

Blue Tang

Juvenile Blue Tang

Whitespotted Filefish

Scrawled Filefish

Black Durgon

Spotted Drum

Seahorse

Frogfish

Sand Diver

Scorpionfish

Red Lionfish

Peacock Flounder

Bluehead

Yellowhead Wrasse

Creole Wrasse

Rainbow Wrasse

Rainbow Parrotfish

Queen Parrotfish

Redtail Parrotfish

Spotlight Parrotfish

Tarpon

Bonefish

Bar Jack

Horse-eye Jack

Great Barracuda

Bigeye

Blackbar Soldierfish

Longspine Squirrelfish
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Web Burrfish

Sharpnose Puffer

Spotted Trunkfish

Trumpetfish

Barred Hamlet

Yellowtail Damselfish

Caribbean Reef Squid

Octopus

Lettuce Sea Slug

Flamingo Tongue

Red Hind

Harlequin Bass

Tiger Grouper

Coney

Schoolmaster

Yellowtail Snapper

Cubera Snapper

Yellowhead Jawfish

Redlip Blenny

Green Turtle

Hawksbill Turtle

Sharptail Eel

Spotted Eagle Ray

Southern Stingray

Green Moray

Spotted Moray Eel

Caribbean Spiny Lobster

Yellowline Arrow Crab

Banded Coral Shrimp

Christmas Tree Worm

Porcupine Fish

Honeycomb Cowfish
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Photo credit: ©New World Publications, fishid.com

The Caribbean Sea has many different fish species.
This overview shows you the fishes you will most likely meet when diving on Bonaire.

